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About This Game

A classic runner is waiting for you, in which you will visit dangerous streets and ordeals. The character is in the territory
contaminated with radiation, so in order to survive, you will have to collect an antidote! Pass the strength test and exceed your

results to see the whole dangerous world of our game!
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Title: Streng Check
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
PPC
Publisher:
PPC
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core Duo, 2.4 GHz / AMD Athlon X2, 2.8 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTS / AMD Radeon 3850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 715 MB available space
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This is an enjoyable hidden object game that is a bit different than the standard. The sense of humor is good at times.. Gambol
is a super responsive platformer with good, challenging levels and great music. Even on tougher levels, I found myself trying
over and over again. The *pop* Orange makes when you launch him into a spike is satisfying. I could just spend all day killing
the poor ball repeatedly. Definitely look out for the secret levels!. A cute little game where you play as a snail in outer space, but
I'm sure you already knew that. It does exactly what it sets out to do, and has some fun along the way. It's advertised as a
20-minute adventure, but it took me 30 minutes, so I guess I'm not that smart. My only complaints are that you can't say check
instead of look, and that it didn't last longer, but I suppose that's what chapters two and three are for. For only a dollar, you
really can't go wrong, so go buy it!. Crashing everytime.
Lots of bugs.
Impossible to change only a single property of an object (alpha, position y,...) for a specific keyframe with is a huge missing
feature for an animation tool.. Shithouse, don't even bother.. Great game.. I thought I would leave a Negative review for this
game since there aren't any as of yet, and someone might want to see a different opinion. This isn't a bad game, it's just not
much of a game. We played through the first 5 or so levels in 20 minutes and encountered no game mechanics other than
platform jumping and collecting coins. We saw a total of 2 enemies, both of which were simple move-and-avoid enemies. Other
than that, no bosses, no power ups, nothing but jump, avoid spikes, collect coins. I would call this a half developed game.. Nice
little game at the right price for what it is.. 2D pixel platformer using portals. There isn't really much of anything interesting in
this game, even with the portal mechanics. For the price, it's OK, but it gets kind of boring and tedious.. So... You wake up in a
very strange place. You have a few days, but can only guess what you need to do to survive. And you are completely alone.

These places look like dreams and the music makes everything quite surreal.

Do you want to try something new? Do you want to see the day-dreams? Do you want to rest your mind? Do you want to feel
total loneliness?

Just play it.
____
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It's one of the best game's on steam and the graphichs are so cool. Fun game with some and few jumpscares. I think it should
win for best enviorment because the graphics look good. A dissapointment compared to the trilogy of HeroRise tbh. its for the
memes and thats all. Graphical style and quality are very good. sadly can't say much more as the control system is horrid. 360
game pad sometimes works sometimes doesn't. Though not a \u00a330 AAA title i still expect games to atleast be polished
enough to work as advertised. Sorry can't reccomend at the moment. save your money until it's either patched and fixed or buy a
different title.
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